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Draw CI random points from a cube, and consider the number of distances maller than 
r between those points. When n + ~0, r --, 0 simultaneously, and within certain relations to 
each other, this number is seen to be asymptotically normal. 
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0. Introduction 
Let Ek = [0, 1 lk. be the unit Gube in Rk , the k-dimensional space of 
a1 numbers, and denote by B(r) the ball in Rk with radius r and center 
0. Draw t”t points+ x2, . . . . x, independently and at random from Ek, 
(r)) for the number of pairs (i, j), 1 < i < j < n, for which 
B(r). Alternatively, t,@(r)) is the number of distances between 
points smaller than r. It is shown that t,.@(p)) is asympto- 
eributed if Y = r(n) tends to zero with a certain speed 
2.1). More generally, if B,, B,, . . . . B, are disjoint 
own that under the same circumstances the vec- 
tor (tn (B, ), fn (&), ..s 3 t, (B,)) is asymptotically multivariate normal 
independent co lponents. The proofs of these theorems will use 
{;nt convergence and a few elementary notions from graph theory. 
n earlier version of this paper was written at the University of Amsterdam. 
I. A homogenv-ous problem 
,4s the problem is stated, there are boundary effects in that the distri- 
bution of the distance between a fixed po 
nds on the positi 
cts, consider x1, .x2, ...) x, m 
one can imagine the xi draw 
Ck := ([OJ] mod l)k. Let X 
case may be. Since X(Ek) = 
A. Working il Ck rather than 
Lemma 1.1. On C?, the ~~nd~~ veetsvs x1, 
dent artd iden tic&y dktribu ted. 
Proof. For each measurable set A c ck, andx E @, the conditional pro- 
bability 
P[Xz - x,EA 1x1 =x]=X(x+A)=X(A) 
is inriependent of x since X is invariant under translation. Fur 
X(A)=P[x,EA], 
so thatq and’x2 - x1 are i,i.d. The other necessary conditions are checked 
in analogous ways. 0 
Now for any Bore1 set B c be the number of pairs (f j) 
1 < i<jG n such that+ W. Lxt A 6: B(r) c Rk for 
someO<r<3, and let A * c Ck be given by 
A*={x(mod l)klx 
Then h(A) = X(A*). Define the following 
dii = 1 ifxi -.yjE A, 
0 otherwise 
bii = 1 if Xi --xj (mod l)k E A*, 
0 otherwise. 
Then 
(l.la) 
(Mb) 
% bij, t, =t,(A)= 
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where both summations are over i, j with 1 < i < j < n. The r.v.‘s bij are 
ependent (to see that b12 and b13 are independent, use 
b but not mutually independent (e.g. the triple b12, b,,, b,, 
ent). Writing X for X(A), one finds from Lemma 1.1 that 
var bij = h( 1 -A), 
so that 
t 1 ‘n = 4 rz(n-1), var sn (1.2) 
In calculating var sn, Lemma 1. I is used to s$e that the covariances 
vanish. 
TO compare sn with tn, an asymptotic result is needed. 
Theorem 1.2. IfA varies with r in such ~1 way that A c B(r) as Y 4 0, then 
for n + 00 and r & 0 one has 
Msn ‘- tn ) 
= O(r) + O(nrX), (1.3) var s, 
Fvhere X = h(A). 
Proof. Put 
C*w = bij - dij. 
11 
Since Xi - 
Consider 
xj E A implies Xi - xi E A *, Cij takes only the values 0,l. 
vat@, -- t,) = varCcij, 
Obviously, co;r(ci,, 
curring twice, one has 
whenever i, j, k, I are all different. Since 
airs (Cijp +l) with exactly one suffix value OC= 
var(s,-tJ= ~n(n--1) var cl2 + n(rz-l)(n--2) cov(c12, cls). 
From (1.2) it follows that one need only show for r 4 0 and A c B(r), 
(a) var cl2 = O@h), 
(b) cov(+ cl+ = 0(rX2). 
LetD=Ek -[v, 1 - rlk be a layer of width r on tke inside of the 
ndary of Ek. From (1.1 j it can be seen that cl2 = 1 only if x1 --x~E 
and x1 E D. Use Lemma 1 $0 find 
48 A. 
Since 
var cl2 = E(c12( l- 
(a) is prcven. 
(b) cov(q2, q3) = E{c,pz 
order r2 X2, therefore consid 
w2 = l&3 f-f 1 i G P[x, - 
2. The main theorem 
In the above, A and P were allo 
take A = A,, r = yn, a consider sfl = s 
ing theorem gives co tions on the s 
Theorem 2.1. .(a) Le Ir,),“,, t”se a sequeFoce of 
tet {A,}&l be subsets of k, with A, c B(r,), 
(i) 122 h(A,) + 00; 
(ii) pn + 0; 
mp to ticully normal. 
roof. From Bernstein’s Len 
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this is sufficien for asymptotic normality is known as the 
rem [3, Theorem 6.14]. 
-_ E(a) for the centered T.v. Further put 
. For fixed integers r, n with 1 < Y < n, consider 
rth power in the numerator and substituting the order 
P rn - (#n2X)-r’2 zi R(7), t 
where 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
and T = (il, jr; i2, j2; . . . . fr, i,, ranges over T, the set of all ordered 
r-tuplesof pairs(i, j) with 1 < i < j G n. Since the xi are i.i.d., any permu- 
tation of {l, 2, . . . . n), applied to the indices in r will not alter the value 
of ~(7). Hence one can collect equal terms ~(7) and find 
(-2.3) 
P is T modulo permutations of { 1, 2, . . . . II), and V(T) is the num- 
ber of elements of T in modulo-class 7. In factorization (2.3), the num- 
ber of terms depends only on r, each v(r) depends on n only, and n(r) 
only on h. 
It will be convenient o think of T E T* as an undirected graph with 
vertex set (iI, jl, i2, j2, . . . . i,, jr} and edges (ik, jk), k = 1, 2, ..,, r, Note 
that 7 has I edges, some of which may coincide, and that the number 
of vertices 1(r) is the number of different indices in 7. Define c(r) to 
be the number of components of 7. 
One is interested in those 7 E T* for which V(T) n(rj is of order 
(n2 Xyi2 or h r It will be shown that for all except one r E T* the, 
) &) to the sum (2.3) is in fact of lower order. This 
m a lemma, whose proof is deferred until Section 3. 
Lemma 2,2. (a) V(T) = O(nl@)), n + 00. 
If 7 has a single 
50 
Consider the right-hand side of (2.3). Since any “P with mom th 
different indices must have at lkast olne single 
such 7 do not contribute to (2.3). Suppose th 
ing the results of Lemma 2, one obtains 
V(T) R(T)fa’, = Cl: 
Since a component has al Se 
fore (2.4) + 0 unless I(r) = r = 
for odst r, and 
P m = v(q& A(7gIf H2 A 
here 70 ~(1~2; 1,2; 3,4; 3 
One finds 
Further V(Q) = (F)ao, re ~~ is the num 
consisting of a produc #r squares with 
Some combinatorics lea6 to 
ence for even Y one finds 
the rth moment of a st 
proof. 19 
3. Proof of Lemma 2.2 
(a) v(7) = O(d( M + 00. First suppose that the I(T) different indices 
are fixed, { 1, 2, . . . . here exists some number YI’I of t s in 
module-class 7 E indices in exactly the set (1,2, r..j l(7)]. 
For any choice tf Z(T) different indices fro 
terms in r E T*. Hence the total number of terms is 
re m 
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r has a s~gleton index, 7) = 0. A more general statement will 
ven: if the indices in r ca e partitioned into two disjoint sets 
y one pair (ik, jk) has its elements in dif?‘erent sets, then 
wed as a graph, 7 has a .l isthmus or a pendant. Let 
tion index, k = 1. Since ~(7) is indepen- 
two sets 
oose the origin to coincide with Xjk. 
of T.V.% 
Ibihjh 1 h = k + 1, kc + 2, ..., rj 
are independents so that 
~(~) = E(bi,j, a** bikjk 1 Xjk = 0) E{biA+ljk+l 0-9 6:X I Xjk = O}* 
Now in the f’irst factor one may forget the conditioning on Xjk and instead 
ition on xS~ = 0. Then bikjk is independent of the other r.k’s and one 
can factor again. Since 
one finds n(r) = 0. 
Implicitly the above reasoning shows that E(bij) can be factored out 
of E{biJI ... bi,i,) whenever 6, represents an isthmus or pendant in the 
aph 7. 
(c) 7r(?) = 0(X z~~~~cc~~), X j. 0. Assume that the statement has been 
proven for till terms of the form (2.2) with the number of factors bij less 
than r. Now consider ~(7) with 7 = (iI,& ; . . . . ir, jr)- Then 
First let tY be a sub et of the pairs of T such that t, forms a maximal tree 
in 7: 
W,) = &a dQ = cm 
ge of t, is isthmus or pendant. Then the number of pairs 
equals l(7) - C(T) [ 1, ch. 161. Using the fact that tie bij 
are O-I variables, sand the remark at the end of the proof of part (b), 
one finds 
Hence the first term in (3.1) is O(hl@)wc@), the order state 
sider the second term in (3. I). Nbte that the e p~~tatio~s in 
tion ar(s of the rm n(&), where 8* stands for the 
eted. Hence, by assumption 
a&) = 
so that the exponent of X in t in 
maxk [QS,) - c($)+ 11. 
It is easily checked that 
) + 1 3 1(?) - c(7) 
for a graph 6 differing from a 
edge is an isthmus or pendant i 
Hence the second term in (3.1) is of iwet order. 
4. A multivariate xtension 
The next theore is a multivariat 
procesds along the me lines as in the univariate 
U Ani c &?J, 
i=l 
and A,l, A,,, l ..9 A,, are &joint. Put tMr tM rff,,, for i = 1) 9 *pe9 
andn> 1. ASP+-, let 
(i) n2 A(A,i) + 00 (1 M, 
(ii) r, + 0, 
(iii) n yn h(A,i) + 0 ( 1 
Then (tnl, t,,, . . . . tnm) have simultuneously an asymptotically normal 
distribution and are asymptotically i 
(b) Let {A,,),“=, be a sequence of s that 
for n 2 1, A,,, A,,, . . . . A,,, are disjoi m 
and .JZ 2 I. As n + *, Pt 
(i) n2 h(Ani) =+ 00 (i G i G m), 
(ii) )\(A,$ -+ 0 (1 < i < m). 
ve simul:aneodsly an asymp to ticaZly normal 
to ticaIly independent. 
similarly to the univariate case, condition (a) (iii) 
r s,~ + 0 for all i. From the converging together 
concludes that part (a) is proven 
(ii) hold. Abbreviate 
and for fixed integers rl, r2, . . . . rm 3 0 and N > r = rl +r2+ .. . + Y, consi- 
der 
The denominator is known: 
In the numerator substitute 
s;1 = cb I 
i<j 
ij;l 
Where 6, ;I = 1 if xi--x/ E Anl and 0 otherwise. Then as in thfe univariate 
case one obtains 
where now n(r) is the expectation of a product of factors bijil. In this 
situatior T may be thought of as a graph with m different kinds of edges, 
say white, red, . . . . black edges, the color 3f each edge determined by the 
t in the corresponding bije 1. 
hecking the proof of Lemma 2.2,‘it is easily seen that (a) and (b) re- 
main valid in this more general setting, and that part c holds if one puts 
X = max xi. Then as be one concludes that only graphs of the form 
q contribute to (4.1). -erent colorings snust now be considered, how- 
ever. First consider the case where ~(7) doti, ?ot contain any products 
of the form 6,. 1 6, l k, k 7t 2. Then all Yi are even and IT - IIhyi2, as is 
easily seen fro& the independence of the pairs of factors in n(r). Further, 
m jfi ri! 2’ri 
V(T) - r-l 
i=l (qr,‘r! l 
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If n(7) does contai 
greater than II?@*, 
therefore finds that 
Hence all moments of the 
the corresponding mar..? 
pendent components. 
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